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NAME _______________________________________ PERIOD __________

SECTION 1: THIRD, PETER, GRAFF

1. What special title does Ender have that makes his peers look 
down on him?

2. How does Ender make sure the bullies at school will leave him alone 
after he loses his monitor?

3. Instead of "Cowboys and Indians" or "Cops and Robbers," what game do young children
play together in this future world?

4. Why were Peter and Valentine rejected by Graff and the Battle School?

SECTION 2: LAUNCH, GAMES, GIANT'S DRINK

5. What did Graff do during the launch to isolate Ender from the rest of his peers?

6. Why did Ender not feel sick and disoriented like the other boys during the shuttle flight to
Battle School?

7. Who was the first friend Ender made in Battle School?

8. Other than Ender, which student most quickly learned his way around the battle room?

9. How did Ender beat the giant in the mind game on his desk?
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SECTION 3: SALAMANDER, RAT

10. Who is Ender's commander in his first army?

11. When Ender joins Salamander, what is his commander's first and 
only command for his during battles?

12. Who agrees to help Ender learn how to shoot?

13. When Ender is transferred to Rat Army, who is his new commander?

14. After Ender beat up the older boys who attacked a practice session with his launch group,
what did the ship's computer say the cause of the injury was?

SECTION 4: LOCKE AND DEMOSTHENES

15. How did Valentine celebrate Ender's birthday?

16. What does Peter plan to do when he grows up?

17. Who was mainly in charge of writing the Locke essays, and who wrote the Demosthenes
essays?

18. What did Colonel Graff ask Valentine to do in order to help Ender?

19. How did Ender finally escape the room at the End of the World in the fantasy game?
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SECTION 5: DRAGON, VENI VIDI VICI, BONZO

20. Who is the smallest but smartest soldier in Ender's Dragon Army?

21. After Dragon Army's first battle, how often did they have battles?

22. How many armies were able to beat Dragon Army under Ender's 
leadership?

23. What happened when Bonzo and his friends cornered Ender in the bathroom?

24. What was unfair about Ender's final battle with Dragon Army in Battle School?

SECTION 6: VALENTINE, ENDER'S TEACHER, SPEAKER FOR THE DEAD

25. What did Ender build with his own hands during his leave in Greensboro?

26. Who originally carved out Eros and build the structures on it and inside it?

27. How did Mazer Rackham defeat the buggers during the Second Invasion?

18. Which of Ender's squadron leaders was the first to cave in from exhaustion?

19. What did the buggers build on one of their colony worlds to get Ender's attention?
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S APPEARANCE

PERSONALITY TRAITS

HOW DOES ENDER CHANGE THROUGHOUT THE NOVEL?

STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL CONFLICTS MOST MEMORABLE QUOTE
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